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nature centrally important to our analysis. Having a Creator in the 
background required our jurists to reflect upon the theological 
implications of any natural law theory. For instance, a Creator can be 
principally viewed as a legislator whose legislative acts define the 
good and the bad: X is good because God does X Or the Creator can 
be viewed as legislating only in pursuit of the good: God does X 
because X is good. These two views of God as legislator offer distinct 
approaches to understanding the good, and have competing implica
tions for a philosophy of law and the role of human reason in it. If all 
good is a function of God's will, then a resulting legal philosophy may 
limit the scope to which human beings can know the good independ
ent of indicators from God. But if God does X because Xis good, that 
assumes the notion of 'good' is separate and distinct from God's will 
on the matter. It also suggests that human beings can know the good, 
even if God has not provided express guidance to us about what 
the good is. In this latter case, we can use our reason to investigate the 
world around us to form principles of normative ordering that reflect 
what God would want for us. Consequently, to frame this study using 
natural law is, for the purpose of this study, to consider: 

• the competing theologies of God;
• how those competing theologies of God offer distinctive under

standings of the objective and normative quality of nature;
• whether and how those competing theologies and under

standings of nature affect the authority of reason; and
• how methods of practical reasoning are designed to recognize

and limit the use of reason in the law.

What Does Islamic Natural Law Contribute to Our 

Understanding of Shari'a and Reason? 

The relationship between Sharr'a and reason is not a topic just 
of recent interest. Indeed, it has been an important issue in both the 
pre-modern period as well as the modern one. Muslims have, 
throughout history, contended with the role, scope, and authority 
of reason in a religious tradition that is fundamentally linked to a 
book (the Quran) that is believed to be God's word, revealed 
to the Prophet Mulµmmad, and meant to guide humanity to 
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salvation.29 Adhering to and satisfying God's will is an important 
factor in attaining salvation. Consequently, the Quran offers the most 
obvious source of God's will for Muslims to follow. But Muslim 
jurists knew that the world of lived experience cannot be and is not 
captured between the Qur'an' s two covers; thus they debated whether 
and to what extent they could build upon what they learned from the 
Quran. The literature on legal theory (urul al-fiqh) expounds on the 
ways in which Muslim jurists can extend and develop the law in light 
of changed circumstances, while remaining mindful of the source
texts that are deemed to represent God's will best (such as the Quran 
and traditions of the Prophet).30 In the modern period, much of the 
debate about reason has been about whether, how, and to what extent 
Muslims can perform ijtihiid, or renewed interpretation, on matters 
already addressed by historical precedent. In both the scholarly and 
popular literature, the doctrine of ijtihad offers theorists and refor
mists alike an important opportunity to address the scope of moral 
agency, and the relationship between law, reform, and modernity.31 

However, as noted above, a natural law inquiry frames the role of 
reason in a manner that is distinct from, though certainly not
unrelated to, the question of ijtihad. Here we are interested in the 
ontological authority of reason in Shari<a or, in other words, whe
ther and to what extent, in the absence of source-texts, reasoned 
deliberation about the good and the bad can assume sufficient 
normative authority to result in Shari<a norms that reflect what God
desires or wills. The significance of framing this study using natural 
law is reflected both by contemporary Muslim and scholarly dis
courses on reason and Shari'a. 

29 eg, Q 2: 1 states: 'This Book-there is no doubt it is guidance for all who arc ever
mindful of God.' 

3
° For scholarly treatments of Islamic legal theory, see Wad B Hallaq, A History of

Islamic Legal Theories: An Introduction to Sunni U{u/ a/-Fiqh (Cambridge: Cambridge 
Universiry Press, 1999); Mohammad Hashim Ka.mali, Principles of lskzmic Jurispmdmce 
(3rd edn, Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 2003); Subl)I M��anT, Falsafot al
Tashn< ft al-Islam (3rd edn, Beirut: Dar al-'Ilm li'I-Malay'in, 1961). 

31 For scholarly works on ijtihiid and the debates about whether it was forestalled or
not, see Ali-Karamali and Dunne, 'The Ijtihad Controversy'. The historical validity of 
this alleged closure has been substancially questioned and atracked in Hallaq, 'Was the 
Gare of Ijtihad Closed?'. However, modern self-proclaimed reformers nonethdess 
consider their calls for renewed ijtihiid to be novd and perhaps even edgy. See eg Manji, 
The Trouble With lskzm Today. 
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Muslim Debates on Shari'a and Reason 

This study on Islamic natural law theories arises amidst, and offers a 
partial corrective to, popular perceptions of Shari'a as legislated by 
God, whom the devout are bound to obey. 32 On this view reason 
cannot be an authoritative source for divine injunctions; at most it 
can confirm or corroborate what is already established by author
itative source-texts. These perceptions are neither new nor sudden; 
rather they have a history, which is rooted in both early theological 
debates and the history of legal development over centuries. Those 
who oppose this view are deemed heterodox, and are often labeled 
as modern day Mu'tazilites.33 The Mu'tazilites are considered the 
early rationalists in lslam.34 They upheld the view that God only
does the good and just and avoids the evil. In other words God does 
X because X is good. By holding such a position, though, they 

implicitly suggested that concepts like 'good' and 'just' are virtues 
that are separate and distinct from God's will on any given issue. As 
separate and distinct from God's will, they are virtues that can be 
reasoned about and rationally known. But if that is the case, then it 
also follows that anything that we decide is good or bad would 

32 For an overview of such views and how they operate in the public sphere today, see 
Anver M Emon, 'Islamic Law and the Canadian Mosaic: Politics, Jurisprudence, and 
Mulciculrural Accommodacion' (2008) 87 Canadian Bar Review 391. 

33 Richard C Manin, Mark R Woodward, and Dwi S Atmaja, Defendm of Reason in
Islam: Mtt'tazilism from Medieval School to Modem Symbol (Oxford: Oncworld Pub
lications, 1997) 166-7. The apostasy case of N�r J:{amid Abu Zayd, an Egypcian 
intellectual deemed to have apostated from Islam through his writings on the Qur'an, is 
a well known case of an intellectual whose ideas were viewed by some as Mu'!aiilite or 
as heterodox, and thereby contrary to prevailing Islamic norms. For an overview of the 
rdacionship berween intellectual freedom and apostasy cases, and the Abu Zayd case, see 
Baber Johansen, 'Apostasy as objeccive and depersonalized fact: rwo recent Egypcian 
court judgmenrs' (2003) 70 Social &search 687; Susanne Olsson, 'Apostasy in Egypt: 
Contemporary Cases of lfisbah' (2008) 98 The Muslim World 95. For a comparative 
study of Mu'caz.ilite ideas and those of Abu Zayd, see Thomas Hildebrandt, 'Berween 
Mu'cazilism and Mysticism: How much of a Mu'taiilite is N�r J:{amid Abu Zayd?' in 
Camilla Adang, Sabine Schmidtke, and David Sklare (eds), A Common Rationality: 
Mu'tazilism in Islam and Judaism (Wiinburg: Ergon in Kommission, 2007) 495. 

34 For the history of Mu'taiilite theology, see Marcin et al, Defenders of Reason, 
25---45; W Montgomery Wan, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought (Oxford: 
Oncworld Publicacions, 1998) 209-52. For thematic analysis of Mu'cazilite and other 
theological doctrines, see Harry Austryn Wolfson, The Phi/Qsophy of the Ka/am 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1976). 
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thereby imply that God would not act counter to that good, or in 
furtherance of that evil, since God only acts justly and in accordance 
with the good. Indeed, this suggests that we could, through our own 
reasoned deliberation, limit the scope of God's acts and will. 35

Voluntarist theologians, on the other hand, were keen to uphold 
the omnipotence of God. They considered the Mu'tazilite position 
a threat to the theology of an all-powerful God. For various reasons 
Mu'tazilite theology lost favor in the course of Islamic intellectual 
history, and Voluntarist concepts have become significant theolo
gical frames for understanding God and His omnipotence. 36 Con
sequently, anyone who suggests today that reason has ontological 
authority as a source of Shari'a norms is deemed unpersuasive for 
orthodox Sunni Muslims. 37 So, for instance, Khaled Abou El Fadl
offers a philosophically oriented approach to Islam as a moral sys
tem rooted in justice.38 Bur in doing so, he is immediately deemed
not credible by those who consider his ideas tantamount to het
erodox Mu'tazilite rationalism. As Mohammad Fadel writes in his 
response to Abou El Fadl: 
It is somewhat surprising, then, that Abou El Fad.I would partly ground the 
basis for democratic life among Muslims on a heretofore discredited 
theological argument ... His case would have been stronger if he had 

35 Qa4i 'Abd al-Jabbar, Sharl/ al-U{ul al-Khamsa (Beirut: _Dar Ll).ya' �-Tur�th al
'Arabi, 2001) 203-7. For the debate on authorship of this treatise, see the discussion on
'Abd al-Jabbar in Chapter II. For further discussion on the rdationship between God
and jusrice, see Martin et al, Dejemkrs of Reason, 71-81.

36' For a history oflslamic theology and on the construction of orthodoxy, see_Tilman
Nagd, The Hiswry of Islamic Theo/Qgy_: From Muhammad__ fQ th� Pr�ent (Prmceton:
Markus Wiener Publishers, 2000); Oliver Leaman and SaJJad Rizvi, The Developed
Ka/am Tradition' in Tim Winter (eel), The Cambridge Companion to Classical Islamic 
Theowgy (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 2008) 77; Ahmed El_ Sharnsy, 'The
Social Construction of Orthodoxy' in Winter, The Cambridge Companwn to Classical 
Islamic Theowgy, 97. . _37 This book reviews the works of authors who are often considered part of the Sunru 
tradition. To examine Shl'a legal theory on natural law was beyond the scope of this
project, especially as Sru--<a jurisprudence reserves an important pla� for reason in the
law. The author hopes that this book will inspire further research m legal philosophy,
natural law, and Shari'a.38 Khaleel Abou El Fad!, Islam and the Challenge of Democracy: A Boswn Review Book, 
Joshua Cohen and Deborah Chasman (eds) (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2004) 3-48.
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demonstrated that democracy is consistent with either theory of the good
traditionally espoused by Muslim theologians. 39 

Whether or not a scholar is explicit about his or her Mu'tazilite 
sensibilities, a suggestion that reason offers an important source of 
guidance for the modern Muslim raises suspicions of heterodoxy 
framed in pre-modern terms. To theorize about reason, therefore, is 
&aught with rheological implications that demarcate not only the 
intellectual bounds of credible Shari'a-based argument, bur also the 
political bounds of community and belonging. This is not to sug
gest that there is no other rationalist approach outside the 
Mu'tazilite model. Even Professor Fadel is keen to assert that reason 
has an authority that cannot be denied. For Fadel, Muslims who 
adhere to their religio�s co?victions � partic�ate_ in � _Ra

:'
lsian

overlapping consensus m a liberal public sphere. His utilizauon of 
the notion of the 'reasonable' suggests that even those attempting to 
work within a more 'orthodox' or 'traditional' vision of Islam are 
nonetheless committed to finding space for reasoned deliberai:ion. 

In addition to arising amidst a popular image of Shari'a, this study 
is mindful of a tradition of Muslim reformist literature that has 
sought, since the late 19th century, to increase the scope of reasoned 
deliberation in the hope for change, development, and modernization 
in the Muslim world.41 For instance, in the writings of Mulµmmad 
'Abduh and Rashid Rida, we find a reliance on reason and the idea of 
perceived goods (m�bi,l?a) in order to develop the Shari'a in light of 
changed historical realities. In doing so, they called for renewed 
interpretation and eng;1pement with the historical legal tradition, or
in other words ijtihiid.4 But in doing so, they could not focus on the
epistemic question without acknowledging the ontological one. 

39 Mohammad H Fadd, 'Too Far From Tradition' in Abou El Fad!, Islam and the
Challmge of Democracy, 81, 82. 40 Mohammad Fadd, 'The True, the Good and the Reasonable: The Theological and
Ethical Roots of Public Reason in Islamic Law' (2008) 21 Canadian Journal of Law and 
jurisr11dence 5.4 For a general overview of different modern Muslim reformists who contend with
the nature and scope of reasoned deliberation, see Jasser Auda, Maqasid al-Shariah as 
Phiwsophy of Islamic Law: A Systems Approach (Herndon, Va: International Institute of 
Islamic Thought, 2008) 144-53.42 Hamid Enayat, Modem Islamic Political Thought (Austin, Tex: University ofT exas
Press, 1982) 46--8.
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Muhammad 'Abduh (d. 1905) equated the Sharia with natural law ... and 
opened the door for modern jurists to use reason as a basis for legal 
interpretation. Pursuing this line of thought, Rashid Rida ( d. 193 5) might 
be regarded as the most effective protagonist of the use of mas/aha as a 
source for legal and political reform. . . . Rida tried to re-interpret the 
Sharia on the basis of mas/aha ... as the expression of public interest.43

These descriptive remarks are fascinating for our purpose as they 
raise questions about the philosophical bases by which reformists 
have justified the ontological authority of reason in Shari'a. Their 
questions (and especially the ambiguity of their answers) are, in 
part, an animating factor for this study. 

The ambiguity in the response to the ontological question has 
continued throughout the 20th and 21st centuries. When con
temporary clerics write in support of reason in Islam, they may root 
their conclusion in the Qur'an itself, identifying various verses
in which the Qur'an asks the reader to think or reflect. 

44 This approach
to the authority of reason relies on the authority of the Qur'an, which 
indeed clothes the use of reason with a type of divine authority. But the 
effect of this approach is to render the ontological authority of reason 
derivative at best. If the Qur'anic references constitute the bases by 
which reason is an authoritative source of Shari'a, then reason does not 
stand as a separate and distinct source of Shari'a at all. 

But if reason is a separate source, and the Qur'anic references 
merely corroborate what we already know by reason, that begs the 
question: 'how do we know?' Tariq Ramadan, a European Muslim 
reformist, suggests that the natural world offers insights about the 
workings of God's will. He writes: 

God always makes available to humankind cools and signs on the road that 
lead to recognizing Him. The first space that welcomes human beings in 
their quest is creation itself. le is a book ... and all the elements that form 
part of it are signs that should remind the human consciousness that there 
exists that which is 'beyond' them. This Revelation in and through space is 

43 M Khadduri, 'Maslaha' in P Bearman, T Bianquis, CE Bosworth, E van Donze!
and WP Heinrichs (eds), Encycwpaedia of Islam, Second Edition (Leiden: Brill, 2009) 
[Brill Online. University of Toronto. http://www.brillonline.nl]. 

44 For an example of such a saacegy, see Yusuf al-Qacadawi, al-'Aql wa al-1lm Ji al
Qttrlin al-Karim (Beirut: Mu'assasac al-Risala, 2001) 11-68. 
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wedded to Revelations in time, which, at irregular intervals, came as 
reminders of the origin and end of the universe and of humanicy.45

Creation and source-texts offer two approaches to understanding 
the divine will. For Ramadan, both are 'texts' that must be read and
reflected upon. The created world, fashioned by God, is a sign of 
God's will if only we would look closely. Ramadan effectively fuses 
fact and value in the created world, thereby rendering it a founda
tion for the ontological authority of reason. Ramadan offers an 
approach to reason's ontological authority that may be sympathetic 
with natural law. But depicting the natural world akin to a text 
raises important hermeneutic questions about the determinacy and 
objectivity of the law. Furthermore, the more Ramadan incorpor
ates the human and natural sciences into legal analysis, the more he 
also challenges the view of law as a distinct discipline, whose efficacy 
in part depends upon a degree of determinacy and objectivity that 
may not be possible given his agenda for 'radical reform'.46 

For the few reformist thinkers noted above, there is a clear reliance 
on reason as an authoritative source of SharI"a. They situate their 
arguments on a spectrum of possibilities, each of which has some 
basis in the vocabulary and doctrine of the Islamic legal tradition. 
Their positions are built upon a tradition of pre-modern legal debate 
about the authority of reason in SharI"a. Their approaches are also 
very much reflective of their historical moment, which some consider 
to be the crisis of modernity, which the Muslim world has faced with 
the rise of independent Muslim majority states, and the development 
of significant Muslim minority populations in liberal-democratic 
polities.47 The reformists rely on the historical tradition to give

45 Tariq Ramadan, Wertern Muslims and the Future of Islam (Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 2004) 13. 

46 Tariq Ramadan, Radical Reform: Islamic Ethics and Liberation (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009). 

47 The 'crisis of modernity' has become a feature of much writing about the rda
tionship between Muslims, their rdigious cradicion, and the socio-political contexts in 
which they find themselves. Writing about Arab-Muslims, Haddad states char the 
'impact of the power of the West has challenged co the core [their) concept of who 
[they] are and where [their) destiny lies.' Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, Contemporary Islam 
and the Challenge of History (Albany: Scace University of New York Press, 1982) xi. For 
others similarly concerned with the 'crisis of modernity' for Muslims, see Bassam Tibi, 
The Crisis of Modern Islam: A Preindttstrial Ctt!ture in the Scientific-Technowgical Age, 
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meaningful responses to their present context. Framing present 
debates with pre-modem categories situates any reformist theory 
within a tradition that is deemed co be a source of authority and 
identity. But to bring that past into the present raises concerns about 
how translatable the past is for those who wish to adopt it for present 
purposes. The past tradition was framed by jurists very much con
cerned with debates about theology and the implications of those 

debates for a theory of law. Modern reformists, though, have very 
different concerns. To rely on past traditions without duly attending 
to what they signified in the past ignores the historical significance of 
the internal debates, and how that historical significance may 
adversely affect the interests of contemporary reformists. This study 
focuses on the pre-modern debates to understand a world of law and 
philosophy different from our own. However, it remains ever 
mindful of how that past still animates the present. 

Scholarly Debates on Sharra and Reason 

The scholarly literature on Islamic law reflects different approaches 
to the place of reason in the law. In the aggregate, it conveys an 
openness to the ontological question that underlies this study. 
Certainly Muslim jurists of the pre-modern world emphasized the 
role of foundational text and close adherence to its terms as a means
for legitimating their juristic analyses.48 But as recent scholarship

Judith von Sivers (trans) (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press,. �988); �azlur
Rahman, Islam and Modernity: Tramfonnation of an Intellectual Tradztton (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1982); Mohammad Arkoun, Rethinking Islam: Common 
Questions, Uncommon Answers, Robert D Lee (trans) (Boulder, Cqlo: Wcstview Press, 
1994); Abddwahab d-Affendi (ed), Rethinking Islam and Modernity (London: The 
Islamic Foundation, 2001). In his recent book, Wad Hallaq addresses the crisis of 
modernity, and the impact of the modern state system on the nature and function of 
Islamic law. Hallaq, Shari'a: Theory, Practice, Transfonnatiom. 

48 Asaf AA Fyz.ee, Outlines of Muhammad,111 Law (3rd edn, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1964) 78-9; Noel J Coulson, A HisuJry of Islamic Law (1964; reprint, Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 1997) 76; Bernard G Weiss, The Spirit of Islamic Law (Athens, 
Ga: University of Georgia Press, 1998) 38-65. This emphasis on foundational text will be 
illustrated in Chapter III. Studies of Islamic legal theory illustrate the priority given co 
liceralist readings by reference co the interpretive preference for the apparent meaning 
(:fiihir) of words over the allegorical or metaphorical meaning (majiiz). For a ueacmenc on 
such rules of interpretation, see Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Principles of lslamzc ]ur
ispn.dmce (3rd edn, Cambridge: Islamic Text Society, 2003) 117-66. 
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s_uggests, fidelity to the text does not preclude the interpretive 

licen_se and agency that is generally a feature of mature legal systems,
desp1te the rarefied im�e of SharI'a that often predominates in the
popular imagination. 49 Contemporary analyses of Islamic law and
legal theory emphasize that pre-modern Muslim jurists utilized
discretion in adjudicating cases, 50 theorized about interpretative 

agency,51 articulated theories of legal authority amidst difference 

and dispute, 52 and designed doctrines that reflect contextual factors
of varying sorcs.53 Mohammad Hashim Kamali's survey of the 

principles oflslamic jurisprudence offers the closest thing in English 
to a textbook on the modes and types of legal reasoning in Islamic
I s4y . D aw. as1n utton s work on the early Muwa�a'ofMalik b. Anas 

argues that the origins of Islamic law were not merely textual, and 
re flect an implicit non-textual discourse about the early practice of 
the Prophet, his companions and successors. 55 Studies on the fatwa
and the resolution of cases offer a window into various historical 
moments, and show how the nature of legal decision must take into 

account the context and subjectivity of the adjudicator who makes 

decisions in light of both text and context.56 This is not to suggest 

that all SharI'a reasoning is to be rendered a function of pure con-
d. . · 57 text, 1scret1on or even expediency. Those who have described

49 �or a di_scussion of this �ncepc ?f Islamic law, see Anver M Emon, 'Conceiving 
lslarruc Llw m a Pluralise Society: H1Story, Policies and Multicultural Jurisprudence' 
(2006) Smgapore Journal of Legal Studies 331; Emon, 'Islamic Law and the Canadian 
Mosaic.' 

50 Leslie P�irce,_ Morality _Tak�: Law and Geru:kr in the Otroman Court of Aintab
(Berkclet Univemty_ of California Press, 2_003); David S Powers, Law, Society and
Cuft;'re m the Maghnb, 1300---1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002). 

Khaled Abou El Fa�, Sfeaking in God's Name: Islamic Law, Authority and Women 
(Oxford: Oneworld Pubhcanons, 2001); Muhammad Khalid Masud, Shatibi's Philoso
phy of_ Islamic Law �slamabad: Islamic Research Insriruce, 1995); Hallaq, A HisuJry of 
Islamic !egal Theones; Wad Hallaq, Authority, Continuity and Change in Islamic Law 
(Cf

i"
bndge: Cambridge University Press, 2001). 
Abou El Fad!, Rebellion and Violence. 

53 Dutton, The Origim of Islamic Law. 
54 Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Principles of Islamic ]urispmdence (3rd edn Cam-

bri�e: Islamic Texts S�ciecy, 2005). 55 Durcon, The Origins of Islamic Law. 
Muh�ad K!1al1d Masud, Brinkley Messick, and David S Powers, Islamic Legal 

Interpretation: Muftis a� Their Fatwas (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 
19;f); Powers, Law, So':'ety �,ul Cultz1re in the Maghrib; Peirce, Morality Tales. 

Such an unBa�enng. vtew of Islamic law and legal reasoning was held by US
Supreme Court Jusuce, Felix Frankfurter, in Terminiello v Chicago 337 US I J J · 69 S 
Cr 894, 899 (1949). 

' ' ' 
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Islamic legal adjudication in an anthropological key, for instance, 
have met criticism from those who see in Islamic legal reasoning a 
mode of justice that is disciplined by reason, and yet open to the 
complexity of lived experience upon which the law is often called to 
adjudicate.58

Notably, some in the field of Islamic law and history have 
remarked that there is no natural law tradition in Islam. 59 For 
instance, Patricia Crone writes that when pre-modern Sunru Mus
lims debated the philosophical question concerning situations where 
there is no revelation on a matter (qab/,a wuriid al-shar') they 
indulged in a thought experiment about human nature as if it were 
stripped of divine guidance. According to Crone, in Islamic law no 
one has the right to create obligations that invoke the divine. That is 

od' s job alone, and humans cannot speak on behalf of Him. 
,v'hile humans can create their own laws, such laws have no bearing 

Dn other-worldly salvation.60 In a sense, Crone and others are right. 
The prevailing Sunni position, as expressed in pre-modern treatises 
on legal theory (14ul al-fiqh), holds that where there is no scripture 
on a matter, one is left in a state of suspended judgment (tawaqquf); 
there is no epistemically coherent way to determine the divine law on 
that matter, and consequently no one is in a sufficient epistemic 
position to attribute to God a ruling of any normative force.61 Rea
son does not assume any ontological authority akin to that of 

58 Lawrence Rosen has written exrensivdy in the fidd of Islamic law and anthro
pology. See The anthropokJgy ofju.stice: Law as mltf4re in Islamic society (1989; reprint, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); The Justice of Islam: Comparative Per
spectives 011 Islamic Law and Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). For those 
who have criticized Rosen for nor sufficiently accounting for the disciplined nature of 
legal reasoning, see Powers, Law, Society and Cttlmre, 23-52; Khaled Abou El Fad!, 
'Islamic Law and Ambivalent Scholarship [A Review of Lawrence Rosen, The Justice of 
Islam: Comparative Perspectives on Islamic Law and Society (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2000))' (2002) 100 Michigan Law Review 1421. 

59 George Makdisi, Ibn 'A.qi/: Religion and Cttlmre in Classical Islam (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 1997) 130; Patricia Crone, God's Rule: Government and 
Islam: Six Cmmries of Medieval Islamic Political Thottght (New York: Columbia Uni
versity Press, 2004) 263-4. Notably, the Shrire tradition considers reason to be a source 
of law. However, to investigate the full extent of the debate in the Slu�ite tradition is 
beyond the scope of this study. For discussions about the debates on the use of reason in 
Shi"ite jurisprudence, see Robert Gleave, Inevitable Dottbt: Two Theories of Sht'i ]ttr
isprndmce (Leiden: Brill, 2000). 60 Crone, God's Rule, 263-4. 

61 For the discussion on this point, see Chapter Ill.
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scripture to justify using it as a basis for determining and constructinl 
obligations that emanate from the divine. 

This study, however, shows that Muslim jurists recognized to a 
certain extent that reason must have ontological authority for 
Shari'a purposes. Pre-modern Sunni Muslim jurists struggled to 
understand Shari'a conceptually in light of their debates on nature 
and reason. To narrow the scope of this study, it focuses on juristic 
debates about the ontological authority of reason in situations where 
there is no scriptural or revelatory text. 62 Jurists framed their debate 
on this question by reflecting upon whether their use of reason ('aq{J 
alone could be the basis for knowing the good (f?um) and the bad 
(qubf?), and thereby legitimately justify correlating obligations and 
prohibitions under Shari'a law, where there is no scriptural source
text. For the purpose of this study the use of 'scriptural' or 'revela
tory' is meant to signify foundational 'source-texts' of religious 
belief and practice, such as the Qur'an and oral traditions of the 
Prophet, which in the aggregate constitute a corpus of evidence that 
stands outside and separate from the individual. 63 

The debate on the ontological authority of reason required jurists 
co incorporate fundamental theological premises in their jurispru
dence. They theorized about nature and reason amidst competing 
theological commitments about the authority and omnipotence of 
God. For them, nature is the link between the divine will and human 
reason. They viewed nature as the product of God's purposive crea
tion for the benefit of humanity. As such, nature's goodness is tied to 
God's omnipotence, purposiveness, and either justice or grace upon 
humanity. As a divine good, nature constitutes a body of facts that we 
can investigate. Using our reason, we can make conclusions about 
both the good (f?usn) and the bad (qubf?) in empirical terms. But 
because the empirical world is infused with a divine, purposeful, 

62 
An English source on Islamic natural law offers a broad-based approach ro the role 

of nature in Islamic intellectual history: A Ezzati, Islam and Namral Law (London: 
ICAS Press, 2002). In doing so, though, the autl10r does not offer an account of Islamic 
natural law that resonates with the debates that fall more generally within the 6dd of 
1� philosophy. 

63 This definition of revdation and/or scripture is inspired by Robert M Adam, 
'Introduction' co Immanud Kant, &ligion withi11 the Boundaries of Mere Reason and 
Other Writings, Allen Wood and George di Giovanni (trans) (1998; reprint, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006) xxxi.
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deliberate good, our reasoned conclusions about the empirical good 
are infused with normative content stemming from the divine cre
ative will. In other words, the 'is' becomes the 'ought'. Pre-modern 
Muslim jurists argued that because nature is created by God an? 
thereby reflects His goodness, nature is also good, and thereby 1s 
fused with both fact and value. This fusion opens the way for rea
soned observations o nature to transform into norms governing our 
conduct. 

At the heart of these pre-modern debates are the terms of art f?usn

and qub1, which mean good and bad, respectively.64 To focus on the 
debates around these two terms will situate us within the particularity 
of the Islamic legal tradition, while maintaining our interest in nat
ural law as a philosophical frame of inquiry. The two terms are 
antonyms of each other, as indicated by the pre-modern lexi
cographer Ibn M�iir (d. 711/1311).65 According to Ibn M�iir, 
the term qub1 can be defined as an absence or diminution of �sn
(naqd-al-�sn), while � is the opposite of qub1, as well as the 
diminution of qub1 (al-� t{iddu al-qub1 wa naqduhu).66 In SunnI 
legal theory these terms of art capture a debate about whether con
ceptions of the good and the bad (and thereby obligation and pro
hibition) are rationally determinable, or whether everything that is 
good or bad in the world is the product of a divine legislative will.67

Kevin Reinhart has offered an important study of these terms, and 
their implication for the more general debate on qabla wurud al
shaf, which he calls the 'before revelation complex'. For Reinhart, 
the debates on the 'before revelation complex' involve discuss.ions 
about whether acts not addressed by scripture are presumptively 

64 EW Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon (Cambridge: Islamic T extS Society, 1984) 1 :570,
2:2479. 

65 Throughout the work, the Islamic hijra dare is provided alongside the common era 
date based on the Gregorian calendar. 

66 Abu al-Fa<!! Jamal al-Drn Mul).ammad b. Makram Ibn M�ur, Lisiin al-'Arab
(6th edn, Beirut: Dar al-Sadr, 1997) 2:552, 13:114. 

67 Fazlur Rahman, 'Law and Ethics in Islam' in Richard G Hovannisian (ed), Ethics in
Islam (Malibu, Calif Undena Publications, 1985) 3-15, is sensitive to the connection 
between this moral question and the law generally. On the connection between this 
debate and jurisprudence, see also George Makdisi, 'Ethics in Islamic Traditionalist 
Do=ine' in Hovannisian, Ethics in Islam, 47--63, 50. However, Makdisi argues that 
Islamic law is mainly characterized by voluntarism. Makdisi also treats this issue in his 
biography of the 6th/12th century jurist, Ibn 'Aqtl Makdisi Jbn 'Aqil, 97-130. 
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prohibited, permitted, or in a state of indecision. Reinhart writes 
that the specific questions Muslim jurists addressed in this debate 
were really indirect mechanisms by which they could ask epistemo
logically difficult questions about moral valuation that are otherwise 
too unnerving to deal with directly. He states: 
[W)hen someone first posed this problem in debate it was eagerly seized 
upon and elaborated, we suppose, because through it Muslim intellectuals 
could examine notions too amorphous and sometimes too disturbing or 
unnerving to state baldly. Perhaps, also, through these 'thought experi
ments' they could discuss issues too profound to think about directly.68 

This is not co suggest that the pre-modern debate was a mere fa\Ade 
by which Muslim jurists asked difficult theoretical questions about 
rational moral evaluation without doing so directly. On the con
trary, Reinhart suggests that the hypotheticals were meant co have 
some theoretical bite. He writes: 
When Muslim scholars in the foreground were asking about acts before 
Revelation, I believe they were also reflecting upon important epistemo
logical questions in the background. They were asking about the import
ance of Revelational knowledge over against other sources of knowledge; 
they were asking, What constitutes religious knowledge?; they were also 
asking questions about moral categorization and its relation to being itself: 
Does the goodness of gratitude or the badness of a lie come from some 
characteristic innate to the nature of gratitude and prevarication? .. .They 

asked also, What is it that makes something good? Does its goodness reside 
in the structure of the created world or in the ungrounded determination 
of God?69 

lfusn and qub1, as terms of art, offered jurists a vocabulary by which 
co address the nature of knowledge, and the relationship between 
knowledge, reason, and authority. As will be shown below, these 
terms and the 'complex' within which they fell are philosophically 
significant for understanding the ontological authority of reason in 
SharI'a. Consequently they present the uniquely Islamic starting 
point for addressing the existence and contours of Islamic natural 
law theories. 

68 Kevin Reinhart, Before Revelation: The Bo,mdaries of Muslim Moral Thought
(Albany: SUNY Press, 1995) 4. 69 Reinhart, Before Revelation, 5. 
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Islamic Natural Law Theories: An Overview 

Noc all who read chis book may come co it as a specialist in pre
modern Islamic law or history, and so may benefit from chis brief 
overview of the study. Likewise, students and specialises in the field 
may find a general outline of the argument useful as they work 
through the detailed debates of each jurist. This study focuses on 
debates chat center around the Arabic words f?usn and qubf?. These 
two terms mean good and bad, respectively. They feature centrally in 
a pre;-modern debate in Islamic legal philosophy about the authority 
of reason co make ethical decisions and transform chem into Shari'a 
obligations. Muslim jurists questioned the authority of reason co 
constitute obligations in situations where no source-text exists co 
justify a particular legal conclusion, or as they would say: min qabla, 
wurud al-shar.70 When viewed from the lens of legal philosophy, 
and more specifically natural law jurisprudence, chis phrase raises 
the question of whether human moral inquiry into the good (f?usn) 
and the bad (qubl/) can be an authoritative basis for asserting a rule 
of law consonant with tl1e divine will when source-texts are silent. 
While one refrain in Muslim apologetic literature often holds chat 
there is no issue unaddressed by a source-text in Islamic law, pre
modern Muslim jurists clearly disagreed. This is not co suggest chat 
chis debate ignores the existence of source-texts. Rather it arguably 
recognizes chat source-texts are finite, and chat sometimes we 
require an alternative authority for the law, such as reason. 

Noc surprisingly, jurists disagreed about the authority of reason 
on grounds spanning the fields of theology and legal theory. Com
peting theologies about the omnipotence of God affected how pre
modern jurists conceived of the authority of reason. Their different 
theological starting points contributed to two models of natural law 
theory, hereinafter called Hard Natural Law and Soft Natural Law. 
Hard Natural Law theorises relied on the theological presumption 
chat God only does what is good: God wants X became X is good. 
From chis starting theological presumption, they developed natural 
law theories by which they granted ontological authority co reason 

7
° For further insight on this issue, sec Reinhan, Before Revelation.
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in Shari'a by linking the divine will and human reason through 
the medium of nature. Soft Natural Law theorists started from the 
contrary Voluntarist theological position: X is good became God 
wants X. They held chat goodness and Shari'a norms were two 
different matters. Reason can certainly determine what is good or 
bad. But chat rational conclusion cannot assume the authority of a 
Shari'a norm. Despite their Voluntarist critique of Hard Natural 
Law, Soft Natural Law theorists nonetheless recognized chat in 
some cases there is no source-text co guide us in understanding the 
SharI'a. In some cases, we would need to rely on an alternative 
authority co generate norms to order our affairs. 

The distinct theological starting points lead jurists of both camps 
co different theories about the authority of reason in the law. 
Despite their theological differences, though, chis study will show 
chat the different natural law theories chat ultimately resulted actu
ally share much in common. Jurists of different theological camps 
did not deny the face chat a philosophy of law must make room for 
reasoned deliberation. To do so, jurists of _poch camps ultimately 
relied on nature as a link between the authority__cl.ili.e divine will 
and � authority of reason, which allows us to frame. their.legal 
philosophies using natur 7aw. The remainder of this chapter will 
summarize how they undoood the link between God, nature, and 
reason, and developed competing theories to limit the potential for 
idiosyncrasy and abuse of discretion. 

Theory I: Hard Natural Law 

The first pre-modern theory of natural law, hereinafter called Hard 
Natural Law, is reAected in the works of al-J���. and the Ba�ran 
Mu'tazilites al-Qa.Qi 'Abd al-Jabbar and Abu al-J:Iusayn al-B�ri. It 
is built upon theological first principles about God and nature. 
Hard Natural Law jurists espoused as a theological fuse principle 
that God only does good and is incapable of doing any evil. Con
sequently, according co Hard Natural Law adherents, when,,.,,.GQ_d 
created ch�world: He iorended to benefit h�ity. God would 
not have created the world to benefit God's self since God requires 
no such benefit. Nor would God create it in order to cause pain and 
suffering for ochers regardless of their behavior, since chat would be 
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unfair and unjust to those adversely affected. As God is only just, 
they held that creation must therefore pose a benefit to others. From 
this proposition, they thgeby held that we can discern these benefits 
through the use of our reason and thereby develop norms of behav
ior whose normative authonty is based on the divine creauve will, 
which purposely created the benefits in the first place. Hard nat
uralists fused the value arising from God's Justice..a.ncLwill with the 
facts of a natural order to invest nature with both objectivity and 

-normative xal1.1,e. 
- Asignificant theologigu implication of Hard Natural Law theory 

is whether human beings can, through their rational analysis into
the good and the bad, create normsof behavior thatGocf not only
would, but indeed must unish and reward. This proposition
raised theological concerns because of e implication it had for the
theology of God:s omnipotence. If God is truly omnipotent, how
could He essentially be bound by human reasoning to reward or 
punish certain conduct that people designate as obligatory and
prohibited (wiijib and ma�ur)? To make their argument, Hard
Naturalists upheld the theology of a just God, and of a nature in
which God's will and human reason can be linked. Nature is 
objectively good for humanity given the assumption of a just
Creator that only does the good and needs nothing. Consequently,
Hard Naturalists argued that one could rationally deduce the good
from nature, and transform that finding into a normative SharI<a
value since the empirical goodness of nature embodies the pur
poseful intent of God. For the Hard Naturalists al-J��� (d: 370/
981), Qa<;li 'Abd al-Jabbar (d. 415/1025) and Abu al-l:Iusayn al
BasrI (d. 436/1044) the fusion of fact and value is a central feature
of tlieir p.atural law theorr, and is expressed as the presumption of
permissib�_(ibaf?a). In the absence of evidence to the contrary, all
thi'ngs are good and 2t a base level legally permissible;-with no
consequence one way. an_other.

Hard Natural Law theorists fused fact and value in nature. In 
doing so they held that human beings can reason about the good 
and the bad (l/usn, qubf?) QY observing the natural world, and that 

J their initiall em irical assessments transform into normanve ones. 
They argued that the normative content o empm assessments is 
founded upon the fusion of fact and value, by which nature is 
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invested with a presumptive normativity that stems from God's 
purposeful creation of nature for human benefit. Rational deter
minations of the ood and the ba natural observations, 
transform into divine o ligation because of the fusion o ct and 
value. Once an act is deemed_good on a rational basis, it can be  

obligatory to perform that act, with liabilicy for punishment in the 
Hereafter in the event of omission. Unlike their Soft Natural Law 
opponents, the Haro Naturalists relied on a view of nature that is 
constant and determinate. This feature of constancy in their con
ception of nature is why this study calls their version of natural 
law 'hard'. 

The Voluntarist Critique of Hard Natural Law 

Voluntarist jurists were concerned about the theological implica
tions of Hard Natural Law. They argued that the implication of 
Hard Naturalism is not only that God cannot do evil, but also that 
God would be obliged to reward or punish someone because of a 
reasoned determination we make. This implication challenged the 
ass�ption of God's omnipotence. Voluntarist jurists adopted the 
theology of an omnipotent God who is not subjected to reasoned 
determinations about the good and the bad. Indeed, these con
cepts have no meaning without God's deliberate decision: X is 
good because God wants X. Anything else would seem to constrain 
God's infinite power. Voluntarist jurists were concerned that if the 
SharI'a were susceptible to conclusions from reason alone, then 
effectively human beings could hold God obliged to enforce rules 
that arise pur.:.!L o;t of.human determinations wit out.ref erence to 
God's will. God's judgment, therefor�, would be contingent on 
the results of human rational inquiry. 71 This possibility challenges
the theological premise of an all-powerful God subservient to

no one. 
Voluntarists argued that one must investigate and analyze source

texts with divine authority to determine obligations and prohibi
tions that reflect the divine will. Indeed for Voluntarist jurists, 

71 George F Hourani, 'Two Theories of Value in Medieval Islam' (1960) 50 Muslim

World 269, 276-7. 
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"'good" and "right" and similar terms have no meaning other than 
"that which God wills": thus God makes things good or right for us 
by His decision that they should be so.' 72 Richard Frank remarks 
that for Voluntarists, 'the ontological reference of "bad" is God's 
prohibition. These valuations are true of actions only by the giving 
of the law (bish-shar') and not by the mind's intuitive judgment . . .  
so that "he who does not validly know the law does not validly 

/' know that a bad action is bad."' 73 In other words, one must wait for 
divinely inspired source-texts (shar' ) before making any SharI'a 
determination. In the absence of shar', Voluntarists generally held 
that there is no divine obligation on the matter, and that one is left 
in a state of suspended judgment (tawaqquf). 

This is not to suggest that they avoided determining the value of 
acts on which scripture is silent. They admitted that humans can use 
their reason to ,understand creation and create a moral ordering of 
thin_gs. Human beings can assess the good..an.d the bad�_911pirical 
matters, and can assert cultural or mor� truths about the good and 
the bad. But those truths can�ot be considered obligfiligns eman
� from the divine. For instance the Shafi'ite-Ash'arite jurist al
JuwaynI (d. 478/1085) recognized that people constantly make 
judgments about how best to avoid harm (ijtinab al-mahalik) and 
enjoy various benefits in nature (ibtidar al-manafi').74 �t making 
moral determinations of the good and the bad is entirely different 
from identi§j!!garuling of God (f?ukmAL/ah). Whethers'omething 
is obligatory or prohibited depends on whether God has provided a 
sanction for violating the given norm. Without a sanction, one 
cannot meaningfully speak of obligations and prohibitions.7: lfu_Jn 
and qub/t are ethical terms of art, bu__! these terms do not contribute 
contept to the Sbarra. While Hard Naturalists assured themselves 
that eternal happiness (al-sa'adat al-ukhrawiyya) �ould be achieved 

72 Hourani, 'Two Theories of Value,' 270. See also Sherman A Jackson, 'The 
Alchemy of Domination? Some Ash'arice Responses co Mu'tazilite Ethics,' (1999) 31 
International Jo11rnal of Middle East Stttdies 185. 

73 Richard M Frank, 'Moral Obligation in Classical Muslim Theology' (1983) 11 
Jo11rnal of Religious Ethics 204 (citation omitted). 

74 Abu al-Ma'al, al-Juwayn,, al-B11rhiin ft U{ul al-Fiqh, $ala.I). b. Muhammad b. 
'Aw1Qa (ed) (Beirut: Dar al-Kucub al-'Ilmiyya, 1997) 1:10. 

75 Al-Juwayru, al-Burhiin, 1:10.
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through a r;i.tional engagement with reality in the pursuit of a good 
(m�laf?a), Voluntarists _doubted whether that nexus offers any 
insight into the_ divine w.ilL As Hourani writes: '[i]t is possible to 
some extent to discover by empirical reason what produces happi-· 
ness in an earthly society, and to see the causal relation between the 
means and the end. But where the goal is happiness in an after- ;JI 
life ... there is no intelligible relation between the cause (certain 
kinds of action) and the effect (the reward of bliss in the next life),' 
since the implication of our acts in this world on our salvation in the 
Hereafter is something only God can know.76 Reason has no
authoriry to resolve or decide upon such matters. 

The Voluntarists issued their critique of Hard Naturalism on two 
grounds. First, they argued that nature is not sufficiently determin
ative, objective, or foun<;k_tional to ground the authority 9f reason: 
fact is not fused with yalue. Their opposition to any fusion of fact 
and value is based on Q. 17:15, which states: 'We do not punish 
until We send a messenger.' This verse enilicines the idea that divine 
sanction requires an ex ress statement of will QQ!.._ a reasoned 
inquiry into e good and the bad. To reason from nature, they 
argued, assumes too much of both God and the human capacity to 
know the divine will. For instance, the 11th century jurist 
Ibn I:Jazm, never one co mince words, argued that the Hard Nat
uralists' fusion of fact and value in nature was 'plain pomposity' 
(makabirat al-iyan).77 By their very nature, human beings are prone 
to sexual licentiousness, drunken debauchery, and lapses in religious 
observance. These are all potentially natural dispositions, he noted, 
all of which God prohibits expressly. Consequently, one cannot 
argue from the facts of nature to moral norms and obligations with 
the imprint of the divine. 

Secondly, while they accepted the fact that human beings make 
rational moral judgments all the time, those determinations cannot 
assume the normative authority of a divine rule whereby God is 
bound by human reason to reward or punish. For nature to be a 
bounty and source of goodness, one had to assume that God only 

76 Hourani, 'Two Theories of Value,' 273. 
77 Abu Muhammad lbn }:Iazm, al-Jf?kiim ft U{ul al-Af?kiim (Cairo: Dar al-}:Iad,rh,

1984) 1:54. 
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does the good,, seeking to benefit humanity.78 Voluntarist jurists
rej<:�ted this theology of God, especially since it potentially under
mines God's ommpotence. If God can only do the good for
humanity's benefit and hum�eason can decide what is good,
then effective�l.ll!!WS_Ca..cLE.qUire God to rewara and punish
certain be arioL_ This possibility undermined, for me Voluntarists,
the idea that God was beyond any limits. Jurists such as Abu Is�q
al-Sh:iraz1 (d. 476/1083) argued vociferously that God is not limited
in any way. Rather God does as He wishes and rules as He desires
(yaf'alu Allah ma yasha' wa yal,kumu ma yurzdu).79

For Voluntarist jurists, where no source-text addresses an issue,
no one can assert a divine rule of law. Voluntarist jurists did not
deny that a rule of God exists; they argued instead that humans are
not in an epistemic position to determine what the law is. 8° Con
sequently in situations where there is no source-text, Voluntarist
jurists held that the divine law is in a state of deferred judgment
(tawaqquf, waqf), such that one cannot authoritatively assert a rule
of obligation or prohibition. 81

Hard Naturalists countered, however, that the position of 
deferred judgment (tawaqquf) is substantively no different than
their presumption of permissibility. Both positions imply that one
suffers no consequence for acting.82 But Voluntarists countered that
Hard Natural Law depends on an affirmative rational assumption of

78 For Hard Naturalise sources relying on chis assumption, see Abu Bakr al-Jal!��' 
U!ul al-]�!�: ai-F""ul ft al-U!ul, Mul)ammad Mul)ammad Tamir (ed), 2 vols (Beirut: 
Dar al-Kucub al-'Ilmiyya, 2000) 2:100; Abu al-1:lusayn Mul)ammad b. 'Au b. al-'fayytb 

al-Bal!ri, al-Mu'tamad ft U!ul al-Fiqh (Beirut: Dar al-Kucub al-'Ilmiyya, n.d.) 2:320. 
79 Abu Isl)iq al-ShirazI, Shar4 al-Lum'a, 'Abd al-Majid T url<l (ed) (Beirut: Dar al

Gharb al-IslamI, 1988) 2:983-4. 
80 On human epistemic weakness, see Abu 'Abd Allah M�ad b. Malµniid b. 

'Abbad al-�fahani, al-Kashif 'an al-Ma4!ul ft 'llm al-U!ul, 'Adil Aiµnad 'Abe! al
Mawjud and 'Ali Ml.U}ammad Mu'awwag (eds) (Beirut: Dar al-Kucub al-'llrmyya, 
1998) l :370-l. 81 Al-Kha�ib al-Baghdadi, /(jtab al-Faqih wa al-M:,tafaqqih (n.p.: Ma�ba'ac al-
Imtiyaz, 1977) 192-4; Ibn l:lazrn, I4kam, 1:52; Abu al-M11+a.ffar al-Sam'ani, Qawatl 
al-Adilla ft al-U{f.t, Mui)ammad l:lasan Mui)ammad l:lasan Isma'tl al-Shafi'I (ed) 
(Beirut: Dar al-Kucub al-'Ilmiyya, 1997) 2:46-7, 52; Abu lsl)iq al-Shirazi, Shar4 al
Lum'a, 2:977; Taj al-Din 'Abd al-Ralµnan b. Ibrahim lbn al-Farikan, Shar4 al-Waraqat, 
Sarah Shan al-Hajiri (ed) (Beirut: Dar al-Basha'ir al-Islarniyya, 2001) 347-50, stated 
chat chis position was adopted by the majority of Ash'arites. 

82 Abu Bakr al-Jal!��. U!ul al-]�!�, 2:103. 
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the· fusion of fact and value in nature, and thereby the goodness that
underlies the legal category of the permissible (f?alal, mubal?). The _1.. 

Voluntarist position of tawaqquf or suspended judgment makes no 1
such rationalist assumption. It only asserts the absence of an -f 
authoritative source-text that could justify finding an obligation. 83 , -,

Voluntarists acknowledged that when source-texts are silent,
some mode of analysis is required to ensure that we can still order
our lives. It is one thing to suspend judgment, but another to sug
gest that no liability. follows by acting oneway_or another. To
respond to this second concern, Voluntarists relied on the rational
presum tion of isti�f?ab al-1,al, or the resum tion of continuity,
whereby they argue at w ere no sc�ture go� a case, no
liability is _imposed for acting as one wishes. This is a rational pre
sumption that does not amount to an affirmative rational assertion
of legal value. For Voluntarists, the presumption of continuity
involves the use of reason only to the extent that it is utilized epis
temically to determine whether any scripture exists that governs the
given situation. Reason has no ontological authority in Shari'a. A
rational conclusion about the good and the bad is not infused with
normative power. Where there is no authoritative source-text there
is no law. Fundamentally the presumption of continuity does not
violate the principle that obligation must come from an express
legislative will.

Theory II: Soft Natural Law 

As much as they rejected Hard Natural Law, Voluntarists were not
so jurisprudentially naive as to assume that sufficient source-texts
exist to address every potential legal issue. Certainly issues would
arise for which no source-text provides guidance. Simply to rely on 
the presumption of continuity or the suspension of judgment offers
little comfort to those of us keen to order our affairs normatively.
To suspend Shari'a judgment in these cases is tantamount to

83 Abii al-Walid al-BajI, I4kam al-Ft'!ul ft A4kam al-U!ul, 'Abd al-Majid Turla (ed) 
(2nd edn, Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islami, 1995) 2:689; lbn Ha2m, Jhkam, 1:56; Abu 
Hamid Mulµnmad b. Ml.U}ammad al-Ghaza.lI, al-Mustasfo min 'llm �l-U!ul, Ibrahim 
Ml.U}ammad Ramagan (ed) (Beirut: Dar al-Arqam, n.d.) 1:133; al-Sam'ani, Qawatl al
Atfilla, 2:52, al-Shirazi, Shar4 al-Lum'a, 2:979-80. 
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limiting the capacity of SharI'a to order normatively the complexity 

of lived experience. The Voluntarists' response to this situation 
illustrates how they balanced their theological commitment to 
God's omnipotence with the need to endow reason with sufficient 
authority to extend the Shari'a. 

Voluntarists developed what is herein called Soft Natural Law. 
Soft Natural Law theories rely on a conception of nature that, just as 
for the Hard Naturalists, fuses fact and value: _!lature is deemed 
beneficial for human beings. But the benefit that nature _rovides is 
not a consequence of God's eternal goodness and His inability to do 
evil. Rather, nature is a co t t good onlr. because of God's grace 
(fa4l ta(addu0.8 An empirical investigation into nature reveals that
the create wo.rld poses various benefits to human existence. This 
evidence of goodness indicates, for Voluntarisc Soft Naturalists, that 
God created the world for the purpose of supporting, maintaining, 
and preserving the interests of people. But God does so purely out 
of His grace, which is subject to change if God so desires. The 
argument of grace both all_gws for the fusion of fact and value in 
nature-thus rendering natural reason au oritanve-ana preserves 
a theological commitmen� God's omnipotence, sinre God can 
alter His graceas He sees fit. For Soft 'Naturalist jurists, God need 
not have provided any guidance through His creation of nature. But 
since He did, out of His race, humans can rely upon it. But they do 
so not because o some eological as�pcion about the limits of 
G�s power. Instead, we can reason about the good and the bad as 
a oasis for the law only because of God's purposive, merciful, and 
gracious creation of our ability to discern such things from His 
creation-which God can alter at any time. While both Hard and 
Soft Naturalists fused face and value in nature, the Soft Naturalists 

84 The technical terms of fa4L and tafa,#ul are the key term of arc for the Volumarist
naturalist theory, which also distinguished it from Hard Naturalism. For other Volun
carist examples, see Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, al-Maf?{ul ft '/lm U{ul al-Fiqh, }aha Jabir 
Fayyac;I al-'Alwani (ed), (3rd edn, Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risa.la, 1997) 5:176; Shihab al
Din al-Qaran, Nafo'is al-U{ul ft Sharf? al-Maf?{ul, Mulµmmad 'Abd al-Qadir 'A�a (ed) 
(Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 2000) 4:642; Najm al-Din al-T"""ufi, 'al-/fadith 
al-Thanf wa'l-ThaUthun, 'in M��af.; Zayd, al-M�fal?a ft al-T Mhn� al-Js/,imi wa Najm 
al-Din al-Trefz (2nd edn, n.p.: Dar al-Fikr al-'Arabi," 1964), 213; Abu Is�aq al-Shatibi, 
al-Muwafaqii.t ft Urul al-Shan�a, 'Abd Allah Daraz et al (eds), 2 vols (Beirut: Dar al
Kucub al-'Ilmiyya, n.d.) 2: 131. 
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argued chat its constancy is subject co a divine purposiveness that 
can be changed at God's discretion. Nature, as it exists, is certainly a 
source of the good. But it is not an unchangeable, indubitable good. 
T!u: theologically-based contingency of nature's constant goodness 
is the reason why this study considers this second natural law model 
to-be. sofi. Despite the contingency in nature, the theory of God's 
grace suggests that Soft Naturalises fused fact and value in nature to 
render reason an ontologically authoritative source of SharI'a 
norms, where source-texts are otherwise silent. 

Soft Natural Law and Practical Reasoning 

Of crucial significance-not to mention some degree of irony-is 
the fact that both Hard and Soft Natural Law jurists fused fact and 
valu� in nature to render reason an authoritative source of Shari'a 
n�. In the end, both considered nature objective and distinct 
from the individual observing what it can and does 'say'. Despite 
their differing theologies of God, the two groups of natural law 
jurists have much in common, from the perspective of legal 
philosophy. 

This irony though is not as poignant as it may first seem. Cer
tainly the ontological authority of reason is a shared feature of both 
�ard and Soft Natural Law. Buc_Soft Naturalist jurists did not 
�scard their concerns about the implications of reason's authority 
10 the law. Consequently, we see them limiting the scope of_ rea
soned deliberation in the law by developing highly structured 
methodo�gies oflegal analysis and in uiry. Soft Natural Law jurists 
designed various theories of practical reasoning, many of which 
revolve around the term mtJ..flaf?a or a 12erceived good, and frame 
practical reasoning as an enterprise that aspires co fulfil! ba.�ic pur
poses of the law, or what are called maqasid al-sharia. As will 
be discussed below, Soft Naturalise jurists generally held that the 
purpose of the SharI'a is co preserve five fundamental values: life, "<

lineage, property, mind, and religion. Any rule chat is not funda
mentally premised or justified by reference co an authoritative 

source, such as the Quran or a f?adith of the Prophet, must satisfy 
one or more of these fundal:nent v ues. 
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As these values are highly abstract, jurists recognized the import
ance of arguing t0 a particular legal ruling via a legal principle of 
the good or �laf?a, in light of these abstract, fundamental values. 
What is m14laf?a? In the context of Soft Naturalist practical rea
soning, m14/af?a is a legal term of art that has to do with a perceived 
general good that speaks to the perfection of a polity, both at the 
individual and general levels. 85 For instance, an oft-cited early 
example of a rule pursuant to m14laf?a is provided by a srory about 
the second caliph 'Umar b. al-KhaHiib (r. 634-644 CE), who sus
pended the corporal punishment for theft in a time of famine. The 
Qur'an stipulates that the convicted thief must suffer the amputa
tion of his hand.86 Despite the source-text's prohibition against
theft, famine presented a substantive public interest that affected 
how 'Umar would apply and enforce the law.87 Perhaps his ruling
was exceptional.• Or perhaps the conditions that render theft pun
ishable are deemed not tO exist in a case of famine. In either case, 
though, jurists contended with arguments based on both source
texts and reasoned deliberation about the wellbeing of the policy. In 
the pre-modern literature, Muslim jurists debated the relevance, 
authority, and significance of m14/af?a for legal reasoning. 

Not,.ill.m14/af?a-based arguments are authoritative. Indeed, those 
that contravene an authoritative source-text must fail for a lack of 
authority. And yet, even this limiting factor does not always 
Preclude a ruling on the basis of mas/aha. In the absence of a . . 

88 source-text, a m14/af?a-based argument could justify a rule of law. 

85 For general studies on mtl{laf?a, see Yusuf}:Ia.mid al-'Alim, al-Maqiis_id al-'A.mma li 
al-Sharta al-Isliimiyya (Herndon, Va: International Institute oflslamic Thought, 1991); 
I;Iusayn I;Ia.mid I;Iassan, Naz;ariyyat al-M(lflaf/a fl al-Fiqh al-Isliimf (Cairo: Dar al-Nahc:Ja
al-'Arabiyya, 1971); M��afa Zayd, al-M(lflaf?a fl al-Tashn� al-Isliimf wa Najm al-Dfn
al-Titfl (2nd edn, Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al-'Arab,, 1964); Muhammad Khaled Masu�, 
Islamic Legal Phiwsophy: A Study of Abu lsf?iiq al-Shatjbi's Life and Thought (Delhi: 
International Islamic Publishers, 1989) 2, 150; for studies on the concept of mtl{laf?a, 
see Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisf,rudence, 3J1�8; lhsan �:tby, 'Utili� in �las
sical Islamic Law: The Concept of Maslahah m Usu! al-F1q (PhD d1ssertat1on, 
University of Michigan, ]286) 3; M°"miadduri, 'M�lalµ' in Encycwpaedia of 
Islam, Second Edition. 86 Qur'an 5:38.87 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, lliim al-Muwaqqi'in 'an Rabb al-'A.lamfn, 'Abd al-RaiJ.
man al-Waktl (ed) (Cairo: Maktabat Ibn Taymiyya, n.d.), 3:14-15. 88 Mul)ammad Abu Zahra, Usu/ al-Fiqh (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al-'ArabT, 1957) 293;
Zayd, al-Mtlflaf?a fl al-Tashn� al-Isliimi, 33.
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How jurists defined m14laf?a is not an easy issue to survey. Indeed, 
this study is not designed to offer an answer to that question. 
Rather, it illustrates how Soft Naturalists used concepts such as 
maqi4id al-sharra and m14laf?a to develop a theory of practical 
reasoning by which they could recognize and limit the authority of 
reason in the law. 

This section began by noting the irony that despite their differ
ence, the Hard and Soft Naturalists both fused fact and value in 
nature to provide a philosophical foundation for the ontological 
authority of reason in Shari'a. However, the Soft Naturalists' model 
of practical reasoning illustrates how they developed an epistemol
ogy of inquiry that is designed, in large part, to limit the scope of 
reasoned deliberation. This douses the poignancy of the irony. With 
one gesture, Soft Naturalists granted reason ontological authority, 
but with another they limited its scope of operation in the law. 

The pre-modern move to limit the scope of reason raises the 
specter of a second irony that brings us t0 modern day reform \ 
movements in the Muslim world. For many 20th and 21st century 

Muslim reformers, the related concepts of maqi4id aL-sharra and 
m14iaha offer a mechanism of practical reasoning at is.1:2oted in 
the pre-modern Islamic era ·uon and provides an interpretative 
model _for responding to e c allenges of mode[nity. For them, 
maqa�id and m14ln4a are c�nceptual opportunities for enhancing 
the scope of reason amidst an i"ii:henced tradmon of legalctoctrine 
that is often consi ere an ol5stacle to ongomg evelopment. 89 
Spanning the globe from Indonesia to the Arab world, Muslim 
reformists have adopted these concepts to call for reform in the 
Shari'a tradition. 90 Indeed, even in the realm of Muslim civil

89 M��afa Zayd argues that 111J1!laf?a-based reasoning offers an important framework
for practical reasoning that was used by pre-modern jurists and can continue ro be used
today, especially as many circumstances of the modern world have no prior precedent in
authoritative source texts or otherwise. Zayd, al-Mtlflaf?afl al-Tashn� al-Isliimi, 28-32. 90 Mujiburrahman, 'Islam and Politics in Indonesia: the political thought of
Abdurrahman Wahid' (1999) 10 Islam and Christian-Muslim_Relations 339, 348;
Michad MumTsa, Islamic Law: Theory and Interpretation (Belrsvi!Je, Md: Amana Pub
lications, 2002) 163-4; Fathi Osman, 'Islam and Human Rights: The Challenge to
Muslims and the World' in El-Affendi, Rethinking Islam and Modernity, 27, 38--42.
Indeed Muslim institutes have commissioned translations of Arabic sources that address
these concepts. The effort has resulted in an increase in English language sources, which
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society, we find these concepts animating how Muslims organize 
and contribute to the world stage. For instance, the Cordoba 
Initiative, with offices in New York City and Kuala Lumpur, is 
spearheading the development of a 'Sharia Index Project'. The 
proposed SharI'a Index offers a standard for evaluating the Islam
icity of a Muslim state. The values that animate the Index are drawn 
directly from the concept maqifyid al-Sharr-a.91 Gender justice 
groups such as Sisters in Islam and Women Living Under Muslim
Laws utilize the language of maqifyid on their websites to legitimate 
their calls for legal reform to promote gender equality in Muslim 
lands.92 

If we read the Soft Naturalists' model of practical reasoning as a 
response co Hard Naturalism, we cannot help but recognize their 
use of maqa{id al-sharr-a and m�lafta as devices expressly designed 
to limit the operation of reason in the law. Maqifyid al-sharr-a and 
m�lafta were developed by pre-modern Soft Naturalises as,.,..a...£..heck 

1 on the scope of reason, despite their naturalist theory that recog
nized its authority in the law in the first place. Modern reformists 

Jfa. \ see these concepts as enhancing the authority of reasoned delibera-
' tion amidst an inherited tradition of fiqh th�t dominates the dis

course on I� law. This second irony lies in the distance 
becwee"n the animating principles of che Soft Naturalists, and those 
of modern reformers. The Soft Naturalists were concerned with 

are aimed to inspire innovative thinking about Islam and its legal history. See eg the rwo 
works published by the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT): Muhammad 
al-Tahir Ibn Ashur, Treatise on Maqiifid al-Shari'a, Mohamed el-Tahir el-Masawi 
(trans) (London: International Inscicuce for Islamic Thought, 2006); Ahmad al-Raysuni, 
Imam al-Shatibi's Theory of the Higher Objectives and Intents of Islamic Law, Nancy 
Roberts (trans) (London: Internacional Institute of Islamic Thought, 2005). More 
recently, IIIT published the following English monograph: Jasser Auda, Maqasid al
Shariah as Phil.usophy of Islamic Law (London: International Institute of Jslamic 
Thought, 2008). 

91 For the website, visit <http://www.cordobainitiacive.org/?q=contenc/shariah-index
pr�ect>-2 

eg, Women Living Under Muslim Laws offers the following maqiifid-based defini-
tion of Islamic feminism: 'Islamic feminism aims to recover and implement the funda
mental objectives (maqasid) of Islam: social jusrice and the equality of all Muslims, 
including gender equality' <http://www.wlurnl.org/english/newsfulltxt.shcml?cmd[l57) 
=x-157-547094>. 

For the Sisters in Islam website and publications, visit <http://www.sistersinislam. 
org.my>. 
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theological first principles and the imperatives of jurisprudence. Soft 
Naturalists were wary of any jurisprudence that might impinge on 
God's omnipotence. And yet they could not ignore the jur
isprudential imperative of having to adjudicate where source-texts 
are lacking. Their legal philosophy recognized the ontological 
authority of reason; but in doing so, Soft Naturalises limited the 
extent to which reason is an indubitable authority. God's grace is an 
important feature in both rendering reason authoritative, and 
ensuring its authority is contingent on the divine will. Likewise the 
model of practical reasoning ensures the primacy of God's express 
will, and so limits the scope over which reasoned deliberation can 
operate. For modern reformers, the concerns arising over reasoned 
deliberation have less to do with theological first principles. For 
them, the significance of debates about reason have to do with the 
challenge of modernity, the modern state system, and the image of 
SharI'a as a system of rules that many believe impede development 
at the individual, regional, national, and transnational levels. 

After Islamic Natural Law 

This study focuses on the pre-modern in order to situate the par
ticular debates on natural law in the intellectual milieus in which 
they were developed. But, the two ironies oflslarnic natural law take 
us from the pre-modern to the modern period. There is little doubt 
that SharI'a remains a vibrant discourse for Muslims the world over. 
Whether in popular discourses, political contests,93 or scholarly 
debate, SharI'a invokes considerable response in the world today. 
However, what it may have meant centuries ago is one thing; what it 
means today is different. Thinking philosophically about SharI'a 
without recourse to history will more often than not gloss over the 
particularities that animated the pre-modern theoretical discourse to 
begin with. 

By identifying the ironies, we are in a better position to under
stand the significance of the pre-modern debates, and the various 

93 The political significance of Shari'a is evident in the way it has become a point of
multiculrural debate in policies ranging from Canada to the Philippines. See Emon, 
'Canadian Mosaic'; Emon, 'Techniques and Limits of Rights Reasoning'. 
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camps that were formed from and by the debates. Those camps, 
whether defined by theological school or legal guild, offer important 
indices of how a particular jurist might think about an issue. The 
ironies also alert us to the importance of metaphysics to pre-modern 
jurists, and the relationship of metaP-hY.sics to their respective 
theologies -;;-f God and their theories of natural law. While we can 
demarcate fields of thought along disciplinary lines, that does not 
mean such fields of thought cannot penetrate one another. Indeed, 
theology and SharI'a are brought together through the lens of nat
ural law; they are in large part brought together because of the 
metaphys�cs that animat ir · uris rudence-a metaphysics that 
can be traced to how we understand God and nature. 

The ironies, though, show that the fusion of fact and value can 
have the effect of preserving the status quo. If what exists is also 
what ought to be, then it is not clear how Islamic natural law pro
vides a mechanism of fostering change. It can certainly aid in the 
development of new laws where source-texts are silent. But the more 
source-texts contribute to authoritative precedents, the less room for 
employing the maq,¾id-�lafta model of analysis. !.,ndeed to use 
the m!!!Jrisid-maslaha model expansively in order to foster change 
may actually require a rejection of various parts of the inherited 
tradition of Shari'a. To �k change through maqti�id in the modern 
day, 1t would seem, begs a prelimin uestion of what constitutes 
the relevant sources of Shari'a that control and limit the scope of
reasoned deliberation in the law. 

--

The ironies suggest that this study of Islamic natural law theories 
is simply a starting point for those keen to understand the dynamics 
of legal philosophy within a SharI'a framework. Certainly many 
might find the metaphysics of Islamic natural law unconvincing. 
They might find the fusion of fact and value far too stagnating. 
They may find the maq,¾id-m�lafta model of practical reasoning 
far too formalistic to account for the complexity of modern life. Yet 
such critiques are not unique to Islamic law. Legal systems across 
the world suffer from similar limitations. Perhaps that simply sug
gests such limits are characteristic of legal systems generally. Aris
totle, when writing about justice, was mindful of both the formality 
of the law, and the need to provide more case-specific analysis in 
situations where legal formality may cause substantive injustice. 
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Sometimes a judge must look to the equities of a case to render a 
justice that is not fully captured by the formal legal system. This is 
not to suggest that the resort to equity indicates a failure of the 
justice system. Both the formality of the law and the equitable 
inquiry contribute to the fulfillment of justice. The essential nature 
of the equitable is that 'it is a rectification of the law where the law is 
defective because of its generality.'94 Likewise, Balakrishnan Raja
gopal, writing about international law, remarks that law 'needs 
to est�blish its own field of autonomy only by simplifying and 
excluding much of actual reality ... indeed, each time law comes 
into contact with "reality", it struggles to reflect it, even as it 
maintains its distance from it to show that as "law", it is different 
from the "reality" and can therefore constrain it.'95 Islamic natural
law and the maq,¾id-�lafta model of practical reasoning may be 
designed to respond to the natural world, the world of human 
experience. But their metaphysics and formality may have the effect 
of covering over more of the world than reflecting it. 

94 Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, Harris Rackham (trans) (H.ertfordshire: Words
worth, 1996) 134. 

95 Balakrishnan 
. 
Rajagopal, International Law from Below: Development, Social

Movements, and Third World Resistance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003) 
65.




